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Bollywood
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Globally acclaimed author , speaker ,
Innovator popularly known as the Think
Professor attributes his fame and
popularity to bollywood films

RAIPUR , CHHATTISGARH , INDIA,
November 18, 2018 /
EINPresswire.com/ -- Globally known as
the Think Professor, Dr Jawahar
Surisetti wears many hats at the same
time . He is a widely acclaimed TED
Speaker , author of two international
bestsellers , innovator and
psychologist. But little known fact is
that for the last 34 years he has not
missed watching any Bollywood film
that was released in all these years
that too only on big screen. He draws
inspiration from these films and uses
them in real life situations as well as
his talks .
Dr Jawahar says that his success and his ability to connect to the quarter million youth that he
connects too every year through the UN tours and other expeditions is because of the Bollywood
films . A movie buff since childhood , his is a typical zero to hero story much like a film itself . His

Bollywood is my Guru and I
pay my gurudakshina at the
theatres every weekend ”

Dr Jawahar Surisetti

talks and advisory assignments keep him travelling 15 days
a month and his itinerary remains fixed 90 days in advance
. But he makes sure that he comes home every weekend
and watches every movie released on Friday. The planning
of the weekend is done a week before with the movie
hopping planned meticulously to be able to find breaks for
meals . The whole family goes for the movies . On festive
seasons , the number of releases go up so Sundays are

packed with four movies and if there are some still left they are taken care of on Saturday late
evening after work.
The passion or craziness is to the extent that he does not eliminate watching any movie based
on bad reviews, goes and watches them with equal attention on screen .
He says that Bollywood films are his gurus and he pays gurudakshina till date to his gurus for the
growth and acclaim that he has received . He is an ardent fan of Amitabh Bachchan, Sridevi but
also appreciates the work of the current lot too. He has created the program “Management
Matinee” which uses Bollywood to explain management principles to graduates of IIMs and
other premier institutions. His analysis of Bollywood also made him invent BAAP ratings , a new
scientific ranking for actors and films which eliminates the chances of fluke by a complex
algorithm. He also undertakes social innovations like Think Curriculum, MyBeti , Youth Talks ,
Think for India , etc with the help of youth thereby generating employment and
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entrepreneurship.
Dr Jawahar has been proclaimed the Man of the Year by the US state twice , Social Education
leader by BBC Knowledge and also one of the top 24 leaders to look out for in 2018-19 by Indian
Express. But in all his busy schedules he manages time for his Bollywood sojourns every
weekend .
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